Capture the possibilities!

With a clean and refined design, the new Capture System embodies ease and performance for today’s work environments. Easy to design, install, reconfigure, and own, Capture accommodates the real needs of users today.

You’ll appreciate the intelligence of Capture — and all the essentials done well. From strong and beautiful frames to smart and efficient storage to extensive options and details, Capture delivers on all fronts.

Our Capture System integrates beautifully with any interior. Its universal design harmonizes with architectural environments, and blends with other Trendway products for expanded application breadth. From low panels, supporting daylight and views to concentrative spaces with greater privacy — and all places in between, Capture lets you create the spaces you need.

Capture teamwork. Capture big ideas. Capture thoughts. Capture collaboration. The possibilities are almost endless with the Capture System.
Capture

CAPTURE THE DETAILS

Aluminum trim reflects a clean and streamlined aesthetic.

Tiles easily and firmly click into position - no tools required.

Top mounted, dual-sided storage.

Hanging shelves provide extra storage with a minimalist approach.

Marker Board tiles allow vertical surfaces to work harder.

Slatwall and Work Tools get clutter off the work surface and give users more choices. Available in Smoke (shown), or Frost.

Power and data location options ensure user needs are met.

The P-Leg option provides a light, open alternative to end panels.

Capture with laminate or steel storage. You choose.

LAMINATES - More than 200 available.

- Designer White
- Light Gray
- Slate Grey
- Empire Mahogany
- Chocolate Pear
- Wild Cherry
- Beigewood
- Fusion Maple
- Fonthill Pear
- Windswept
- Brazilwood
- Charcoal
- New Age Oak
- Stipple Gray
- Windswept Bronze

TRIM COLORS

- Sand
- Pebble
- Stucco
- Platinum
- Light Gray
- Gray
- Charcoal
- Designer White

PULLS

- Classic
- Designer
- Mod2

- Modern
- Streamline

Trendway Products are tested for conformance to SCS Indoor Advantage™ or Indoor Advantage Gold™ requirements. Visit Trendway.com/scs to view SCS Indoor Advantage certificates for specific Trendway products.
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